JOANNA CARRIE DESIGNS LLC
GENERAL FLOWER PRICING INFO 2018
Wedding flower costs vary a great deal depending on what's wanted and the quantity, time of year, flower color and variety, etc.
To give you some idea of what wedding flowers cost, below is the normal price range for average wedding flowers:
Bride's bouquet - $45-$85+/each
Bridesmaids' bouquets $25 - $45+/each
Boutonnieres - $8 - $15/each
Corsages - $8 - $25/each
Arbor flowers - $75 - $200+/each
Centerpieces - $10 - $35+/each
Flower crowns - $25 - $50+/each
Flower girl petals - $10/each (unless specialty color/type, then +$)
Most florists will charge you a delivery charge or you will need to pick up the flowers. We deliver to our venue (Carolyn Baldwin
Lake Pavilion LLC) for free. The average wedding in our area probably spends $500 to $2,000+ on flowers. Our services tend to
run around $350 to $1,200 on average for most of our clients. We have done minimal flowers for less. We have a $150 minimum
flower order for weddings.
IF YOU’RE ON A BUDGET
If you are pretty flexible with your flower choices and were open to suggestions of more affordable flowers and were willing to
keep it simple, it can be more affordable than what's listed above. (As long as flower pricing doesn't change dramatically.
Flower costs varies season to season etc., but normally tends to stay around the same for baby's breath, white hydrangeas, and
regular roses).
FLORAL VARIETIES THAT TEND TO BE MORE AFFORDABLE:
*Regular Roses
*White Hydrangeas (sometimes blue, pink, or purple are also affordable, but it depends on the season etc.)
*Baby’s Breath
*Carnations
*Peruvian Lilies, aka Lily of the Incas, aka Alstroemeria
FLORAL VARIETIES THAT TEND TO BE MORE EXPENSIVE (DEPENDS ON SEASONS):
*Garden roses (the really full roses with many petals)
*Peonies
*Oriental Lilies
*Orchids
*Tulips (in the spring they tend to be reasonably affordable, but in the off-season, they are either very expensive are entirely
unavailable)
*Succulents (Depends on the number you want. If you’re wanting just a few accents, then they are not unreasonably expensive.
It also depends on the season and what type you’re looking for. Succulents in arrangements/bouquets also need the extra
time/materials to be wired into the arrangement.)
*Any specialty flower that is not commonly carried by wholesalers
*Specialty color flowers (this includes anything that doesn’t naturally occur or flower colors that are hard to obtain naturally. It
depends on the season and what’s in stock. Bright colors tend to be hard to find at times…like bright purple (Lisianthus can be
an option for deep purple, but tends to be more expensive than roses, which can come in lavender but not deep purple), Royal
Blue (sometimes blue hydrangeas are in season and are actually really affordable, but sometimes the wholesaler won’t
guarantee what color blue it will be – could be a lighter blue rather than a true royal blue).

HOPEFULLY THIS GIVES YOU A LITTLE MORE INSIGHT INTO FLOWER COSTS. LET ME KNOW IF YOU
HAVE ANY QUESTIONS.
We are hoping to start renting live flowers/ferns/greenery as well. Please inquire if interested in more info.

